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How do we create a world class IP strategy?

Are we tracking the 
right competitors?

Are we ready to 
deal with them?

How do we 
compare to them?

Your teamAre we filing too 
much or too little?

Are we filing in the 
right areas?

How do we get 
more top patents?

Creating a world class IP strategy and aligning it with your company’s strategic goals is difficult and 
requires good answers to the questions above. These answers have traditionally been found through 
manual analysis, but with worldwide patent grants exceeding 1.4 million per year, it has become 
impossible to keep gather the intelligence you need for decision making by hand.



Flaws in current patent analytics

Are we ready to 
deal with them?

Are we filing too 
much or too little?

Are we patenting in 
the right areas?

How do we get 
more top patents?

How do we 
compare to them?

Are we tracking the 
right competitors?

Current analytics tools can only show you fragments of your patent environment, are unable to categorize 
using your internal taxonomy automatically, and cannot reliably measure their strength. Leaving you with 
poor intelligence to take decisions on the strategic questions listed at the top of the slide.

Can only show 
fragments of your 

environment

Cannot reliably 
measure patent 

strength

Forces you to take 
decisions with bad 

intelligence



Focus - next-gen patent analytics

Are we ready to 
deal with them?

Are we filing too 
much or too little?

Are we patenting in 
the right areas?

How do we 
compare to them?

Are we tracking the 
right competitors?

Find all patents 
active in your domain

Find out how strong 
they are Focus AI

=

With Focus’ deep learning models, you can find all patents that map onto your domain, automatically 
categorize them into your internal taxonomy, and find out how strong they are. Giving you unparalleled 
strategic insight into your environment and a massive advantage over the competition that is stuck with 
an old-school patent database.

Focus can give you all the strategic insights 
you need to answer these questions

How do we get 
more top patents?



Actionable intelligence > data

FocusWhich patents can be lapsed?

Are we tracking the right competitors?

Are we filing in the right areas?

Are we filing too much or too little?

How do we compare to them?Your team

Actionable intelligence

Focus provides you with actionable intelligence rather than data. Focus does most of the analysis for you 
and provides you with deep insights that enable decision making. With Focus, you get access to the 
highest quality intelligence and can spend more time on producing a great strategy.



How does Focus map out my environment?

Identify positive and 
negative examples

Algorithm retrieves similar 
patents to examples

Focus learns from 
examples

Iterate

1 2 3

Let the Focus assistant mine any 
scope of patents you choose 

4

Semi-supervised
deep learning

Leverage your domain expertise with Focus’ AI

Focus finds all patents in your competitive environment without you ever creating a single search string. 
You teach our deep learning models with your domain expertise by simply labeling positive and negative 
examples or uploading them in bulk. Focus learns from the examples and can be let loose on any scope of 
patents you choose. The results are a complete overview of your environment with minimal noise.



Focus predicts real outcomes

Focus
deep learning

Patent statistics

Claims

Examination

Family

Citations

Technology

Value $

Maintained <4 Yrs1

Maintained <8 Yrs2

Maintained fully4

Maintained <12 Yrs3

Litigation grade5

After identifying all relevant patents in your environment, Focus scores them so you can find out how 
strong the competition really is. Unlike any other patent metric, Focus’ scores predict real-life outcomes, 
such as whether a patent is likely to lapse within 4, 8, 12, or after 20 years, and whether a patent is so 
strong that is likely to be used in litigation if necessary. This enables an almost instantaneous deep insight 
into your competitor's portfolios with minimal manual effort.



How well do the scores work?

Patent shown to Focus Focus makes prediction

Training
data

US-7647441-B2
Maintained <4 Yrs1

Maintained <8 Yrs2

Maintained fully4

Maintained <12 Yrs3

Litigation grade5

Focus

Results

Focus assistant 
predicts the right class 

80% of the time.

Every time Focus 
assistant is wrong.

it is off by only 1 
ranked class.

Focus can correctly predict which outcome a patent will have in 80% of all cases, and whenever it is 
wrong, it is off by only one class (4 instead of 3 for example). 



Your team

What does our 
environment 
look like and how 
strong is the 
competition?

Relevant 
patents
+ noise

Check results and 
revise

Relevant patents
+ strength scores Strategic insights

- Are there holes in 
our portfolio?

- How strong is the 
competition?

- Where are we in 
the lead?

Build search 
strings 

Day 0

Analyze 
Team of 3

10 mins per patent

Perform analysis

12.5K

93 days

10K

Workflow example

Day 3 Day 90 Day 93

Day 0 Day 1

Focus finds all 
relevant patents and 

scores them

Patents +
strength scores

Train Focus 
assistant

1-8 hours

Focus 
UI

Perform analysis
10K

Strategic insights

- Are there holes in 
our portfolio?

- How strong is the 
competition?

- Where are we in 
the lead?

2 days

Day 2

$446 K

With Focus

Without Focus



Roadmap

Q1 2021

Scoring algorithm works.
Started pilot projects.

Data as a Service.
SaaS UI development.

SaaS launch!

Early 2020

Today

Got seed funding.Summer 2019

UI



Actionable
insights

Speed to insight

Focus

Focus vs. the competition
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Appendix



Solar Fuel cells Wind LED Capacitors

MIT Keyword/IPC
Accuracy

Focus NLP
Accuracy

5.203
(85%)

10.354
(99%)

7.368
(97%)

13.566
(96%)

2.498
(94%)

6.297
(94%)

3.792
(85%)

25.223
(99%)

5.944
(84%)

6.060
(98%)

Landscaping comparison: keyword/IPC vs. Focus AI

After building the Focus AI landscaping algorithm, we benchmarked it against a methodology
proposed by MIT, called the classification overlap method. This method is a hybrid search strategy
that combines the use of keywords and IPC/UPC classes. It errs on the side of accuracy over
completeness. To make the test fair, the search results shown here are limited to US simple patent
families that were published between 1971 and late 2012 as this is exactly what MIT did.

1 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257663348_A_hybrid_keyword_and_patent_class_methodology_for_selecting_relevant_sets_of_patents_for_a_technological_field

Total number of US simple patent families retrieved and accuracy

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257663348_A_hybrid_keyword_and_patent_class_methodology_for_selecting_relevant_sets_of_patents_for_a_technological_field

